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II 

Abstract 

 

This thesis focuses on modular, incremental, residential building in Timor Lest. This  developing country 

has a legacy of hundreds of years of history marked by the occupation of several people, which is 

reflected in the society life and local architecture. After the preliminary survey of the climate, lifestyle, 

existing architecture developed during first semester in group of nine students which were continued in 

second semester the goal was to create a home project. In this stage step by step grow the idea of the 

incremental, self- build house project consisting on modular structure is based on local materials and 

establishing a sustainable relationship with the environment. To achieve designated at the beginning 

assumptions was needed to identify the main features in house scale of the local lifestyle and the major 

problems regarding the housing stock and living conditions. Interpretation of the study cases with similar 

problems and traditional architecture of Timor Lest, has always direct connections with economic, social 

and environmental contexts.  It the incremental building process based on assisted self-help that will 

have direct impact on material selection and building systems. Providing a solution for future that 

considers the development of the population, that is, the materialization of the solution need to ensure 

durability and possibility for future improvements. Considering a bioclimatic design and passive solutions 

regarding the local environmental conditions was applied local materials and self-construction solutions 

according the available technologies. 
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Resumo 

 

Esta tese foca-se no acréscimo dos edificios residenciais modulares em Timor Leste. Este desenvolvido 

país tropical tem um legado de centenas de anos de história marcada pela ocupação de pessoas de 

diferentes géneros, que é reflectida na sua vida social e na arquitectura local que ainda subsiste até 

hoje no seu território. Depois de uma análise preliminar com o grupo de pesquisa acerca do clima, 

estilos de vida, arquitecturas existentes e outros tantos aspectos desenvolvidos durante o primeiro e 

segundo semestres, o objectivo era criar um Projecto Casa. Durante este projecto, passo a passo foi-

se materializando a ideia de utilizar casas modulares auto-fabricadas, utilizando materiais locais de 

forma a estabelecer uma relação sustentável com o ambiente. Para conseguirmos esse objectivo, 

percebemos que teriamos de identificar inicialmente as principais caracteristicas das casas locais, bem 

como os problemas acerca da quantidade de casas de uma determinada zona e as suas condições 

actuais.  O processo de construção incremental baseado na auto-ajuda assistida, terá impacto direto 

na seleção de materiais, bem como nos seus sistemas de construção. O objectivo é possibilitar uma 

solução de futuro que considere o desenvolvimento da população e que também que seja duradora, de 

forma a permitir futuros melhoramentos. Considerámos um design bioclimático e soluções passivas 

acerca das condições ambientais locais quando pensámos nos materais locais a utilizar, bem como 

nas soluções de auto-construção de acordo com as tecnologias disponiveis. 
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** Preliminary and Final analysis - All simulations are created and presented in simple theoretical way to help 

understand and give base for building scale project. Quantity dimension are not provided in this report.    
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1.  Introduction 

1.1  Thematic framework and objectives   

The main objective of this report is to present and justify the strategies developed during the academic 

year 2016/2017, within the framework of the Final Project II, included in the Integrated Master in 

Architecture at Instituto Superior Técnico. Process include several intervention scales, which are 

considered such as the municipality, local, neighborhood, quarter, square and  the project of the building. 

The Final Project II aims the development of an exercise based on a simulation applied to a real context 

– The Administrative Region of Oé-Cusse in East-Timor– in two sequential stages: 1) Urban project 

(semester I), and 2) Architecture project of modular housing (second semester), which is the main theme 

of the following essay .The place of intervention is considered as a developing country. The difficulties 

in kind of places are much more complex and requires the implementation of detailed and much deeper 

analyzes of the needs and problems of the local population and their interdependence. Analysis and 

collecting of existing information about region for which we planning create interference is one of the 

most important steps during all process of development. Given baseline allow for deeper and more 

accurate understanding of the positive and weaknesses of the region.  It is very important to classify 

problems and threats that are and can be changed in the near future and those that are far-reaching. 

The research during first semester was performed mainly in a group of  nine people, giving the basis 

and possibility for creating individual, innovative and creative solutions for each stage of the project. The 

aim is to improve the quality of life, to offer solutions that respond to problems caused by natural, social, 

economic and historical factors in the short and long term.  

 

1.2  Justification and motivation 

The intervention zone, is characterized by rapid development and new opportunities appear. There is a 

need for a strategic plan and sustainable solutions to determine the direction of development of this 

place. The region has a great potential due to its location, climate, coral reefs and natural resources that 

can be appreciated in the future. It is a place that needs help in urban development and home design 

to provide residents with decent living conditions, access to education, health care and help with making 

changes that aim to increase life expectancy and reduce mortality. The interest of this work is mainly 

related to the urgency of an efficient response to this territory, which is currently under study and will be 

presented in next chapters. The project proposed below has to be a response to real human needs. 
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1.3 Structure 

The report is organized into four main chapters. 

The first chapter presents the territory under study, with the analysis carried out in the first and second 

semester. This chapter presents the interpretation and analysis of the existing different aspects such: 

biophysical, hydraulic systems, historical, cultural, local materials, , build structures, culture, political and 

economic activities. Through the analysis of the various elements, and synthesizing the most structural 

aspects, we intend to understand the complexity of this area and in the end defines the principal issues 

as a site diagnosis.  

The second chapter present a set of case studies with similar incremental , modular or affordable house 

projects and single technical solutions at international level. These case studies were important for the 

development to understand how others deal with similar problems in different places and times. The 

synthesis describes the most important recurring elements in each case, which were applied in the final 

proposal of the incremental house.  

The third chapter has two main subdivisions. The first part explains and describes the urban project 

developed in the first semester. The general conception based on the masterplan and some more 

detailed proposals for coastline are defined. Next, in second part the individual proposal of incremental 

house are listed three main stages, They show how the process of thinking and the design of the object 

change. What is it that determines and what is the results of chis modifications. At this stage are 

presented many detailed definition of some aspects from first phase project. Were distinguished 3 main 

stages: 

- First stage; Preliminary analysis- were is possible to find information about the sun orientation, 

wind analysis and thermal comfort.. 

 

- Second stage; Initial proposal- were is defined the first but not final idea for incremental house. 

This is the first idea which gave life to final project, is described only as a program, general 

construction and summary, because Due to the low level of the project at this stage. The project 

was repeatedly subjected to additional analyses and modified to the final form. This is proof that 

the whole project was a multi-stage process. 

 

- Third stage; Final proposal- describes carefully final proposal. Ranging from the functional 

program through the materials used, the exact constructional description of the building 

elements, the architectural details, the locations, the project site and the final analysis. 

 

In fourth chapter is given answer if designed solution is correct and whether it satisfies the assumptions 

of the program and real human need. All of the elements of additional description have been inserted 

into the text; the support of images, diagrams and figures, which are an additional contribution to the 

understanding of the different phases of the project, from the analysis to the proposal. 
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1.4  Methodology 

The final project of the modular house is a complex project based on research and analysis done during 

Final Project I and is continuation of urban project on the coastline. It gives an answer for the most 

urgent problems in intervention area in building scale. The Project were divided for first initial proposal 

and final proposal which is the improved version of the previous one.  

Final proposal is describing carefully the zone intervention and refashions between new housing area, 

city developing zones and biophysical analysis mainly flood danger area. In next step is described plot 

organization according and all layout according to society lifestyle and cultural influence. The program 

of the house is designed to meet ergonomic standards and need of local residents is dividing the 

functional zones for private, semi-private and semi-public zones which is really strong connected with  

incremental process described in next steps.  

All construction is presenting from fundaments until roof structures describing all technical aspects and 

used materials. In the end in the Velux Software and Autodesk Flow Design were created analysis to 

check all results according to biophysical needs and to improve that the project satisfy all given him 

objectives. All this aspects were summarized in consultations chapters.  
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2.  Site analysis 

2.1  Location  

Timor Island is located in Southeast Asia and is bathed to the north by the Savu Sea and to the South 

by the Timor Sea. Divided in two, the eastern part belongs to the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste, 

and the western part to the Republic of Indonesia.  

 

 

 

 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Site location map of East Timor 

Intervention and analysis are developed for the Oé-Cusse region which is Located about 80 km from 

the border between Indonesia and Timor-Leste, is also surrounded by Indonesian territory, with the 

exception of the north, containing a coast with an extension of about 50 km2, sea of Savu and 

surrounded by coral reefs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2. Site location map of Oé-Cusse 
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2.2 Biophysical analysis 

Topography and Morphology 

The topography of Special Administrative Region of Oé-Cusse Ambeno is particularly mountainous and 

irregular, softening from the interior to the coastline.1/4 of the territory is a low slopping area and the 

rest ¾ is defined by steeply sloping areas. Were possible to classify the terrain for 3 groups of different 

altitudes -17 percent is correspond to coastline and flat areas, not bigger than 100 meters. Next, we can 

observe that around 50 % has mountains and a very irregular morphology, and last group- the high and 

sharp mountains of Oé-Cusse, in the Northeast, with a high over 500m (33% of the territory), with 

Vulcanic origin and that are cut by deep waterlines (GEOTPU, 2015). 

 This steepness of the region has a direct correlation with the erosion processes, soil usage –and human 

occupation since it can be seen as a barrier in the communication between different areas of this region. 

Low sloping areas are more indicated for developing urban areas as it has good accessibility and has 

also a great potential for agriculture because of the Tono River influence in the area and exactly in this 

kind of places will be provided incremental house project.. 

 Steeply sloping areas can be used for forestation since agriculture is not a viable source neither 

construction or urbanization because of the lack of accessibility as referred.  In terms of geology, Oé-

Cusse has different types of metamorphic rocks, some basaltic rocks and sedimentary rocks such as 

schist, marl or limestone.  

 

 

 
Figure 3. Roughness Map in Pante Macassar | (QGis Software) 
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Climate 

The present climate study should take into account 4 main categories: temperature, air humidity, 

precipitation and solar insolation. For this analysis, it was considered data on meteorological stations of 

Oé-Cusse and Pante- Macassar. Timor has typical hot and humid tropical climate with marine influence, 

characterized by intense solar radiation and similar conditions of temperature and humidity to the 

equatorial regions (Guedes, 2015). Timor-Leste’s climate is affected mainly by the West Pacific 

Monsoon, which is driven by large differences in temperature between the land and the ocean. There 

are some year to year variations in Timor-Leste’s climate due to the El Niño–Southern Oscillation and 

the Indian Ocean Dipole (Pacific Climate Change Science, 2011). There are two seasons during the 

year, dry season, during which the inhabitants are rising from high temperatures and the rainy season, 

during which the problem of floods occurs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wind  

This is reflected especially in the period from September to February, with a maximum frequency in the 

months of October and November due to the monsoon Northwest. Tropical cyclones can affect Timor-

Leste between November and April, however their effect tends to be weak (GEOTPU, 2015). 

 

Temperature 

Climate found in Pante Macassar where intervention will be provided is significantly different than the 

climate in capital-Dili. It can be described as dry warm and rainy with few temperature variations 

throughout the year where November is the warmest month of the year (average 27.7 ° C) and August 

the coldest month (25.0 ° C) (GEOTPU, 2015). 

 

Humidity  

Because of biological phenomena and the temperature factor, during the rainy season, the humidity 

values are high and contrary, in the dry season, the humidity values are low, especially in November 

and March. (GEOTPU, 2015) 

 

Figure 4. Wind Frequency Diagram and Wind Speed Diagram (km/t) | 

(GEOTPU,2015) 
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Precipitation 

Rainfall patterns are often very local and may vary even at small distances. The distribution of the rainfall 

during the year is clearly irregular, occurring mainly in the months of November to March, in the rainy 

season. The dry period extends over a period of four months (June to September). The precipitation 

factor can be considered the most decisive factor in the climate of this region. It is important to note that 

the rainfall determines the vegetation, type of soil weathering and consequently the type of crop, in this 

region. In the mountain range is where are most of the water lines in the area. Due to the steep slopes 

water lines have small, they are winding. (GEOTPU, 2015). 

 

Solar radiation 

The amount of solar energy incident on a given area of the Earth’s surface depends in the first place, 

the latitude that the zone is the time of year, and even the time of day. Solar energy has a huge impact 

on the development of biological plants and animals. Its intensity also affects the people and their 

lifestyle. Housing conditions are strictly dependent on the intensity of solar radiation and the angle of 

incidence. In Oé-Cusse station it is possible to see that the months of higher insolation are the months 

from August to October. The month with lower sunlight occur between December and February. 

In this case analysis concerned the whole year, and it was carried out in the Arc GIS. Values are 

expressed in watts per square meter. The survey refers to 2015 and includes the sum of direct and 

diffuse radiation. In the accompanying analysis you can observe the valleys and slopes of the southern 

side is characterized by lower values, while all land flat and located on the northern part have higher 

solarradiation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5. Shade Hill Map in Pante Macassar During Midday | (QGis Software) 
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Vegetation 

Most of the area in Oé-Cusse is a savanna area, mainly found in this region are Casuarinas. First 

existing forest in this territory are mountainous and mixed forest, also meets costal forest and mangroves 

the second one is an answer for human degradation in previous one, where usually grows small trees 

and dense bushes. In the mountainous area, the vegetation is scarce having sparse arboreal elements 

like Eucalyptus alba, Acacia, Casuarinas and Tamarind. In the coastal plain, the vegetation has less 

expression giving the fact that the land is mainly used for agriculture and the cultivation of rice, cassava 

and maize. The coastal forest is a narrow range and has low species diversity, characterized by 

dispersed arboreal elements such with the Acacia. It is possible to find the mangrove that, due to the 

shape of the coastline, it occupies a small area. Mangroves require protection against strong winds and 

swells easily developed in protected coastal areas (GEOTPU, 2015). 

 

`` 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

`` 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 6.  Vegetation and Fauna Map | (QGis Software) 
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Hydraulic system 

The precipitation is very irregular and occur very often and with big amount mainly in rainy season. The 

majority of the water lines in Oé-Cusse start on the high above mountain ranges. Due to high slopes, 

these water lines have a small dimension and relatively low discharges. These conditions lead to rapid 

flows with very short lag times. During the most part of the year the water lines are completely dry. On 

the other hand, these small water lines became a powerful erosion agent on the rainy season, destroying 

and dragging soil and rock components. Tono river is the main water line in Oé-Cusse. It is characterized 

by a flash floods regime, with extremely high destructive power. During the dry period, the surface water 

completely dry out, the inhabitants can only use the deep water. The current sea level in Timor-Leste 

has increased by 9 mm (0.009m) each year since 1993. In these areas there is a problem of temporary 

floods in the rainy season and the problem of long-term sea level rise. Every of this problem is estimated 

in the analyzes generated in the QGis program and show which areas are in danger.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 7. Hydraulic System | (QGis Software and photos made by IST students*) 
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2.3  Historical context 

„The Timorese first declared independence from Portugal in 1975. Just nine days after this declaration, 

neighboring Indonesia invaded, occupying the country for the next 24 years. The United Nations 

conducted a Popular Consultation on 30 August 1999 to allow the people to decide whether or not they 

wanted to remain part of Indonesia under a special autonomy deal or become independent. An 

overwhelming 78.5 per cent of voters rejected the autonomy package, paving the way for full 

independence. However, there was widespread violence in the lead-up to and immediately after the 

announcement of the Popular Consultation results. As much as 70 per cent of the county’s infrastructure 

was destroyed. Hundreds of thousands of people were left homeless and more than 1,200 were killed. 

An estimated 230,000 people were forced into the Indonesian territory of West Timor. In response to 

the crisis, the UN Security Council authorized an intervention force to restore order and then established 

a transitional administration to run the nascent country while formal institutions were established. 

Finally, in May 2002, the independent Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste was born. 

In 2006, tensions between the national police and the armed forces resulted in open conflict between 

the two institutions, a breakdown of law and order and the displacement of more than 150,000 people. 

Political and security efforts to resolve conflict and to bring stability continued and despite attacks on 

both the President and the Prime Minister in 2008, the country gradually recovered from the crisis. In 

2012, Presidential and Parliamentary elections were held peacefully and fairly and the last UN 

peacekeeping mission since the 1999 referendum drew down at the end of 2012, taking Timor-Leste off 

the agenda of the UN Security Council.” (United Nations Development Programme, 2012). 

 

2.4  Culture, people and lifestyle 

The traditional society of East Timor is based on the complex family structure. In this country the 

marriage not only the union of two persons, but the union of families, thus contributing to strengthen 

family ties within and outside communities. The family is a determinant factor in securing the population 

mainly in rural areas where the work and done with collaboration between people and represents a 

collective social activity.   

Originally in villages, also known as "juices", there were about 50 families, but this reality has changed 

with the appearance of wars and conflicts in the territory. Since becoming an independent nation the 

household in Timor-Leste has been increasing due to factors such as the growth of the birth rate, the 

end of the wars and the growth economic. On average the household in Oé-Cusse is  4.8 people during 

in Dili is 6.4.  

The lifestyle of the inhabitants influences the architecture. In Timor, there are usually several families 

living on one plot, together they form the set of autonomous buildings: bedrooms / living room, product 

storage space, space for food preparation, product storage space, sanitary installation. Usually surround 

the center where the families meet and spending free time and sometimes organizing celebrations like 

a wedding or funeral most of them has well or faucet in the middle. All of this structures are surrounded 

by fence. Typical plot size has around 2500 m2 plus agriculture area where people do vegetation mainly 
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for their own use. The project presented in chapters below is mainly inspired by the traditional 

architecture in terms of construction and materials. The project presented in chapters below is mainly 

inspired by the traditional architecture in terms of construction and materials.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

2.5 Political and Administrative Structure    

The area of Oé-Cusse Ambeno has 72230 habitants (preliminary results of Censos 2015), spread on 

817 km2 . All this area is divided for 4 sub districts Nitibe, Oesilo, Passabe e Pante Macassar. Totally 18 

sucos. Suco is a name given for a group of several “Knuras” which is a small group of families living and 

creating a villages. East Timor is composed by 442 Sucos in total, that still today remain as a 

fundamental cell of the structuring policy of East Timor. The family act as the basis of all the complex 

Timorese social structure. (Guedes, 2015) Pante Macassar is the capital and also the sub district with 

the larger area and the higher population (357,3 km2 e 35226 inhabitants) and exactly for this region 

projects are defined. Population is characterized mainly by young society with dominated amount of 

men. Even though the official languages of East Timor are the Portuguese and the Tetum, the two most 

spoken languages in this region are the Baikeno and the Tetum (DGE & UNFPA, 2013). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 9. Administrative divisions of Oé-Cusse 

Buildings 

Plot area 

Sanitary  

Agriculture 

Figure 8. Traditional Plot Organization in Oe-Molo, Suco de Lifau (GEOTPU,2015) 
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2.6 Economic Activity    

Is it a part which is still developing. Almost 78% of society works in agriculture. There is currently no 

commercial forestry and fishing is limited, that is why many people in this region do not eat fish for 

cultural reasons.  This leads to conclusion that this sector gives base for the economy. Local production 

of the chicken, pork, beef, mutton, rice, soybean, maize correspond to high price in comparison to the 

exportation market what is a result of unproductive farming techniques, problems with irrigation systems 

and high labor cost. Many times population is focused on typical produce but just for their own use. Like 

the crops that are farmed on the land, the main part of Oé-Cusse  livestock is kept for home consumption 

and also for social and religious purposes. So the livestock as well is not intended for commercial use. 

There is no commercial production of forestry product as well 

2.7 Building characterization   

 Is very complicated to create simple division for Timor architecture. Many times has different period of 

the insurrection, the materials used for their construction are variable, the place or function are different 

and dependent from many factors.  During the first semester the constructs characteristic of each type 

of function were carefully analyzed. The characterization of the buildings was made according to the 

building’s exterior including their materials and construction techniques. The interior was not taken into 

account since not all of the groups analyzed or entered in all of the houses. The buildings were divided 

into some main sections, such: commercial, housing, services and facilities according to their function 

and use. The following chapter describes different kind of building assumptions in Pante Macassar to 

help create and understand new incremental modular home project.  

Traditional architecture - The architecture created by the inhabitants from generation to generation is 

called "traditional", usually used to create local products. Residents have changed their homes over the 

years to make them better off and to protect themselves from the harsh climate and changing weather, 

the construction of their homes has not been supported by any prior research into the area they live in, 

but has managed to develop a certain strategy that responds to the residents problems. Most of the 

houses are on the filthy shape. Usually they are covered with plant materials that are usually larger than 

the plan of the houses within the boundaries of the outer walls to create more shaded areas. Natural 

ventilation is provided due arranging the components of the homes of the natural material in such a way 

as to preserve and allow the natural air flow which introduces natural ventilation. 

Colonial architecture  - Buildings are mostly ineffective when maintaining thermal comfort in rooms. They 

also have a larger roof cover as in the case of traditional architecture, but unfortunately they are not the 

best possible solution, as they are usually built of zinc-plated boards, which under the influence of 

radiation raises the tempo in the interior. The compact body is usually made of impermeable materials 

that hinder natural ventilation, which results in heat accumulation inside and lowering thermal comfort. 

White-painted walls result in a positive protection against heat because they reflect the radiation solar 

incident. 
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Contemporary architecture - This type of architecture Is made mainly from non-traditional materials. 

People try to copy modern solutions and do rehabilitation of building to create new functions, which can 

be carried out by political elites, ecotourism or used for trade and services but most of this solutions 

does not work in tropical climate. In this case the house constructions are selected in some groups, the 

most traditional example is made from concrete blocks in the lower half while the remaining height of 

the wall is built with palm veins. The roof is mainly composed by palm leaves, supported by a wood 

structure, or by zinc plates. Unfortunately almost all of these housing types are in bad conditions. Some 

houses are build by concrete blocks in the exterior walls, without paint; The foundation is achieved 

through a moisture of cement and stone. Regarding the spans, these ones have a more careful 

construction than the ones of the first typology description; The roof of this type of housing is usually 

zinc, with further copies of roofing palm leaves. The last type and not the best example of architecture 

in this region are constructions using concrete and zinc only. The concrete is used in the construction 

of foundations and walls, while the zinc is used in the roof. The spans are well delimited and are 

composed by a wood structure and glass. In this housing type was applied paint as a finishing and an 

aesthetic element, resulting in a better final result. Some of the houses has a construction of the front 

porch. The lifestyle of the inhabitants influences the architecture. In Timor, there are usually several 

families living on one plot, together they form the set of autonomous buildings: bedrooms / living room, 

product storage space, space for food preparation, product storage space, sanitary installation. Usually 

surround the center where the families meet and spending free time and sometimes organizing 

celebrations like a wedding or funeral most of them has well or faucet in the middle. All of this structures 

are surrounded by fence. Typical plot size has around 2500 m2 plus agriculture area where people do 

vegetation mainly for their own use. The project presented in chapters below is mainly inspired by the 

traditional architecture in terms of construction and materials. The project presented in chapters below 

is mainly inspired by the traditional architecture in terms of construction and materials.  

 

 

 

Figure 9. Traditional house in Pante-Macassar 

| (Students * , 10.2016) 

 

Figure 10. Contemporary house in Pante-Macassar | 

(Students *, 10.2016) 
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2.8 Local Materials 

Materials that is possible to found immediately and for free in nature in this case are palm, trees, wood, 

stones and straw.  Local material production is very small because of low skills manipulating them what 

is the biggest problem at this point. There is a real potential in Oé-Cusse to implement the production 

of Mahogany and Teak  wood, very good for construction, as the region already presents some forests, 

previously mentioned lacks of proper management and manufacture. Those materials that come from 

the earth just need proper manufacture skills, so the production of bricks and tiles could be achieved 

also in very short time. Corresponding to lack of highly qualified manpower is not able to achieve 

materials like Zink sheet, processed wood, metallic components and ceramics.   

 

 

2.9 SWOT 

This type of analysis is in this case is very useful technique for understanding strengths and weaknesses 

and identifying opportunities for Timor Leste and Treats. That will help to craft a strategy and help 

distinguish the most important problems and find solution for them.  Based on all analyzes of Pante 

Macassar, presented below (Figure 12) is provided, which will give us the basis to draw conclusions and 

facilitate the next steps. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 12. SWOT Analysis | (IST Students *, 12.2016) 
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2.10 Diagnosis   

The problem in the Oé-Cusse region is very complex. There are several factors that need to be 

considered separately in the urban design as well as in the home scale. Some of them have bigger and 

smaller meanings, but they are only contrasted together to give you the right solution. The main 

problems can be considered. 

Natural risks: 

1. Tropical climate - Due to the high temperatures typical of the areas near the equator, it is 

important to consider how it is possible to provide adequate shading in the direction in which 

the home is located, how to introduce a suitable natural ventilation system. 

2. Seasonal flooding and the continuing problem of waterborne waters - it is important to include 

land analysis and avoidance of floodplains, or to analyze the best possible infrastructure for the 

creation of controlled floodplains without damaging inhabitants and architecture. 

3. Earthquakes and tsunamis - it is very important to build new proposals in areas not affected 

by the tsunami and use appropriate anti-seismic structures. 

4. High moisture-moisture due to seasonal rain forces the use of construction materials that 

have the ability to quickly dry and should be remembered for their proper maintenance. 

Economic and social dangers   

1. Poverty-lack of financial liquidity forces local resources to be used, 

2. Lack of education and specialized staff - most of the population is characterized by low levels 

of education, which makes the house to be designed must be simple to build without the use of 

complex and modern technology. 

3. Personal reasons - many residents do not want to leave their homes and change their lives 

despite the fact that the architectural proposal can provide them with a better quality of life. 

Therefore, the proposal should be simple and thoughtful so that they feel at home while at the 

same time responding to all the above mentioned problems. Try to adapt as much as possible 

to the way residents live 

4. No access to drinking water and toilets - every home should have a well-thought out sanitary 

facility to ensure adequate personal hygiene and access to clean drinking water in adequate 

quantities. This is a very important aspect in the fight against mortality and morbidity in this 

country.  

The biggest problems are climate changes, temporary and permanent floods problems from the rivers 

and sea rise level, drastic weather changes in dry and rainy season not sustainable solution for existing 

coastline and networks. People who lives there has no access to clean water, they are living in bad 

house conditions, most of them is really poor and not educated, The identification of a problem and the 

consequent solution will have many paths, that might be more or less sustainable. The consequences 

can be visible in short term as and in long term period.  First step is to identify the basic need 
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3 Case Studies 

The study of several cases related with the theme, was important in order to understand deeper how 

other architects have deal with similar problems like this which appear in Oé-Cusse in different parts of 

the world. The selection of these cases was based mostly on the intention to reflect about other realities, 

which are similar to this particular cases. In chapter are presented some references considered as 

important example for incremental sustainable house development. A total of nine examples were 

presented, the first five of them were designed and built in the last five years and the rest are examples 

of older architecture. This is proof that the concept of sustainability is not a new phenomenon. 

 

 

1 Quinta Monroy Housing – Alejandro Aravena 

2 Casa O – CAPaLab: Mariano Airas Diez + Gonzalo Elizarraras 

3 NevHouse- Nev Hyman Company  

4 S House 3 – VTB Architects / Nobuhiro Inudoh 

5 Blooming Bamboo house- H&P Architects 

6 Aranya Housing- Vastu Shilpa Foundation, Balkrishna V. 

7 Palmyra House- Studio Mumbai 

8 A forest for moon Dazzler- Benjamin Garcia Saxe 

9 1K House- Pinwheel House / Ying Chee Chui 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 13. Case Studies | 

 (Photos adapted from ELEMENTAL, a10 Studio, NevHouse, VTB Architects, H&P Architects, Vastu Shilpe Foudation, 

Amasingdesign, Worldarchitecture, Archdaily) 
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3.1 Villa Verde – Alejandro Aravena 

Architects:  Alejandro Aravena 

Location: Chile 

Year: 2013 

Area: 57m3 -85 m2 / House, Total: 8500 m2 

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description 

This is an example of the “incremental design”. Architect created and built rows of affordable social 

housing. Houses were on the beginning only “half-build”. First built part include toilet, kitchen, plumbing, 

all what typical family could not built and design properly. Second not finished part is giving freedom for 

habitants to develop and increase as needed. Alejandro Aravena designed the first construction of this 

type in year 2004 and the name was “Quinta Monroy” build in Iquique in Chile and was awarded the 

Pritzker prize in 2016. All of the houses built in many places of the word are characterized by flexibility 

and affordability. .  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 14. Villa Verde – Alejandro Aravena | (Adapted from ELEMENTAL) 
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3.2 Casa O – CAPALab: Mariano Arias-Diez + Gonzalo Elizarrará 

Architects: Capa LAB‘s founders: Mariano Arias Diez (a10 studio) and Gonzalo Elizarraras (fabriKG). 

Location: Baja / Mexico 

Year: 2014-2015 

Area: - 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description 

Rammed Earth Social Housing is an answer for Hurricane Odile which with his destructive force 

deprived people of his houses. It was fast and cheap response for homeless people. Solution needed 

to provide affordable and good quality housing. The project has its origins in the idea of the development 

of social life around a green core, the varied idea that generated the Andalusian patio and Latin 

American (colonial) cities.  The patio, main element of the project, is an architectural tool inherited from 

Arab cultures through the Spanish colonization, which allows in a very economical (and sustainable) 

way to cool the living spaces while generating intimate public and meeting space within the house. The 

core of the project, green and open, becomes the center of the home, a safe open area at home in 

neighborhoods where the street may not provide the best conditions of security for its inhabitants. The 

project is proposed to be built with rammed earth, a system that achieves excellent thermal performance 

in hot and arid places, taking into account that these homes won’t normally have an artificial air 

conditioning system.  And also through the process of self-construction (the main construction method 

popular in Mexico and other emerging countries) it will generate social cohesion, and keep the law cost 

house. Rammed earth buildings have also excellent resistance to destructive natural phenomena such 

as hurricanes and earthquakes. The prototype is system open to free interpretation and adaptation by 

its inhabitants, which creates a flexible housing model that can meet the specific needs of both end 

users and the sustainable adaptation to their environment, climate, and territory. Self-construction will 

be possible after providing simple training how to deal with this types of construction. 

 

Figure 15. Casa O – CAPALab ( Adapted from a10studio/ La76 photography) 

http://capa-lab.net/
http://www.a10studio.net/
http://www.fabrikg.com/
http://capa-lab.net/
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3.3  NevHouse – Nev Hyman  

Architects: Nev Hyman Company 

Location: Vanuatu 

Year: 2016 

Area:- 

` 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description: 

Affordable Sustainable housing made from pre-fabricated construction that can be used also for various 

other functions like house, school, medical clinics. Building has modular construction and can be built 

in 5 days. Were designed to meet the needs of indigenous communities, and can survived cyclone with 

fifth category. Local contractors are used in other to give the job, training and give income to local 

people. All structure is made from recycles materials. Designer is taking plastic out of environment and 

using it to create panels for the homes. Movable modular panels gives a flexibility and provides proper 

cross natural ventilation.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.4  S House 3- VTB Architects / Nobuhiro Inudoh  

Figure 16. NevHouse – Nev Hyman (Adapted from NevHouse Housing Humanity, Australia) 
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Architects: Vo Trong Nghia + Kosuke Nishijima 

Location: Chicago, USA 

Year: 2015 

Area: 32m2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description:  

The S HOUSE project is designed to provide affordable, sustainable and easy-to-design homes for low-

budget living in tropical climates. Its prefabricated components are small and easy to transport. The 

project is based on the advantages of three earlier prototypes. The main construction is assembled in 3 

hours, the expected durability for more than thirty years, and the cost of construction is very low. 

Although the main structure provides basic performance, the finishing material can be selected by the 

locals, resulting in cost reduction using the available under individual conditions. On the demolition 

project, Vietnamese thatch and sheets of coconut were installed. They are attached to a steel structure 

of appropriate thickness for waterproofing and insulation. The S HOUSE project is currently being 

transferred from the prototype stage to the mass production stage to be distributed not only in Vietnam. 

It is possible to combine several modules and thus increase the usable space. Prefabrication helps 

control quality, cost and future mass production. Opening are against each other to provide natural 

ventilation. The proper slope of the roof makes it possible to drain rainwater outside the building and 

protect the house from excessive radiation. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 17. S House 3- VTB Architects (Photos by Steve Hall, Tom Harris  Copyright Hedrich Blessing 

Courtesy of the Chicago Architecture Biennia) 
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3.5 Blooming Bamboo house- H&P Architects 

Architects: H&P Architects 

Location: Hoan Kiem District 

Year: 2013 

Area: 44 m2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

 

Project description: 

Cheap, disaster-resistant home that can be built in 25 days. The house can be expanded before adding 

more modules. Made with locally-abundant bamboo, natural thatching and inspired by traditional 

building techniques, the design is secured together using a system of anchors and ties. The unit is 

structurally anchored with welded steel piles that still allows for the structure's up and down movement 

during floods, a crucial element to its disaster resistance. There's also a rainwater harvesting system, 

and a one-way valve that starts up backup support systems when floods do arrive. The bamboo roof is 

made up of operable louvers, which open the inside to natural cross-ventilation in this humid climate. 

But when disaster strikes, the whole house can be closed off to protect its inhabitants. Its modular design 

means that the basic configuration fits families of six or can be expanded with an addition to fit eight 

people. The units are really cheap and will be simple enough to build so that villagers can assemble 

their own homes on-site. It's an intriguing and sensitive design that sources its effectiveness from local 

materials, techniques and labor, and will no doubt help families adapt better in emergency situations. 

 

 

 

 

3.6   Aranya Housing- Vastu-Shilpa Foundation 

Figure 18. Blooming Bamboo house- H&P Architects (Adapted from HPA, Vietnam) 
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Architects:  Vastu-Shilpa Foundation, Balkrishna V.  

Location: Indore (Madhya Pradesh, India) 

Year: completed in 1989 

Area: 100 000 m2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description: 

An example of not only one building but a whole well-thought-out housing development that is still 

developing 30 years after its inception. Is an perfect example of low cost housing which can be built by 

the people themselves to suit their needs. Main objective of this project were improving and upgrading 

the existing slums area and create safe and good living environment with sense of continuity. The goal 

was to provide a dwelling, with different dimensions, from 35 m2 to even 475 m2 for high income groups. 

Balance community  and harmony between people and environment were the basic premise to meet. 

Mixed and multiple land uses with houses that have potential to extending to the outdoors and form 

small neighborhoods are located around trees planted in public places and zones where are provided 

social, economic and domestic activities. Developing industrial areas are supposing on the north, south 

and west. Internal city roads are located to the north, south and west. A natural water channel running 

diagonally across zone is saved. The ingenious plan provides ideal functionality while preserving the 

tradition and culture that is evident in the construction site. According the climate, most of the plots are 

small and clustered in low rise blocks, longer facades are oriented in the north-south axis to reduce the 

solar radiation, but each house has minimum exposure to wall surface and a common wall. The two 

openings on the north and south permit light and cross ventilation exist.  Almost in every house exist 

courtyards, and near zones like public squares. All of the structures are built from local materials.  

 

 

3.7  Palmyra House- Studio Mumbai 

Figure 19 Aranya Housing- Vastu-Shilpa Foundation | (Adapted from SlideShare, 2012) 
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Architects: Studio Mumbai 

Location: Nandgaon / Maharashtra / India 

Year: 2009 

Area:- 

                                       

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description: 

The house consists of two parallel longitudinal bodies. The facades of the buildings are mainly filled with 

shutters made from the local trunks of Palmyra Palms. All other parts of the buildings are also made in 

locally available materials mainly basalt and wood and the sand was used for pigment finishing. These 

conventional and more modern construction methods were thoroughly discussed and explained to 

users. The house is in harmony with its semi open structure allowing passive cooling and the coconut 

trees that surround it provide plenty of shadow to protect the building from overheating and excessive 

radiation. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.8 A forest for moon Dazzler- Benjamin Garcia Saxe 

Figure 20. Palmyra House- Studio Mumbai (Photos by Studio Mumbai / Prabuddha Das Gupta, 2007)  
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Architects: Benjamin Garcia Saxe 

Location: Costa Rica 

Year: 2010 

Area:- 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description 

Is an interesting example of the bamboo construction and modular solution. House is created by two 

living modules connected by patio. The movable walls allow you to completely open the house and 

create additional usable space if it is required. Modular walls made of local material can be completely 

enclosed or partially open to provide natural airflow for natural home ventilation. The interior is protected 

from being lost by a movable roof that can be opened like an umbrella protecting from sun rays or 

completely providing privacy and security at night or in the absence of residents. The house is raised to 

protect against wild animals and possible floods 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.9 1K House – Pinwheel House / Ying Chee Chui 

Figure 21. A forest for moon Dazzler- Benjamin Garcia Saxe  
(Photos by Benjamin Garcia Saxe and Andres Garcia Lachner) 
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Architects: Ying Chee Chui 

Location: Mianyang, in the Sichuan Province, China 

Year: 2010 

Area: 90 m2 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Project description: 

Example of affordable house. Building house need 40 days and can be done by local people. Low price 

is a results of low local material cost and can be based on different combination in this case were used 

earth blocked and bamboo. Flexible mambo structure opens to the courtyard created by 4 modules- 

each 13,8 m2 . That also allows to create flexible functional plan.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.10 Synthesis  

Figure 22. 1K House – Pinwheel House | (Photos by Ying chee Chui, Adapted by “Archdaily”, 2011) 
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In previous examples, were presented the projects which are the answer for sustainable architecture 

needs. “Sustainable architecture have to satisfy all users so they can feel convenient in given place. 

Low- tech means designing building simply and harnessing the natural resources of the given 

environment. Light- tech is a challenge to use raw materials sparingly and whenever possible, 100 % 

recyclable material” (Klaus, 1998). Is very significant to remember that the way how people live is 

affected by climate changes. Including the places where they live, the houses what they build and, the 

materials what they use and other aspects. That’s why many workable constructions are not equal 

because they are located in variety places on the world, but all of them have the method to please 

human wants and needs in ecological way. Always the purpose is to achieve thermal comfort. „Thermal 

comfort is achieved when the occupants find temperature, humidity, air movement and heat radiation in 

their environment to be ideal and wish for neither warmer nor cooler, dried nor more humid air. (…) 

thermal comfort exist only within a small range of temperature fluctuation, this being at the same time 

the optimal thermal conditions for intellectual performance, presuming that other influencing factors are 

also ideal (air velocity, humidity, surface temperature, clothing, health, age, degree of activity.”  (Kim & 

Rigdon, 1998) 

The main assumptions of the sustainable architecture and ways of achieving them in a particular building 

presented in this chapter are described in table below. The results  shows that are some features which 

are provided in every reference, such: possibility to extend according to incrementalism and flexible 

room design, using only materials able to achieve in final destination what reduce the cost of the 

investment. Providing thermal comfort by obligatory natural ventilation, that can be achieved in various 

ways half of the building were closing external walls, designing only small opening, other has fully 

movable walls what allow to create fully closed or open space. In every example is very important to 

has private space and feel safe and connect to local tastes and life of residents. Some of the projects 

has included other features which increasing quality of the building, depending from area where 

investment is planned, for example: courtyard where can be creating extra space for house, place for 

family integration, place where low vegetation improving natural ventilation are planned.  If construction 

is planned in places where exist danger of natural risk such floods are recommended to design raised 

platform on piles to protect direct house.  If house has to be build fast is better to use light, modular 

construction recommended for incremental house and in places where people do not know how to deal 

with more complicated construction and in places where is not building machine support. 

 

 

 

Action Project Number  

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 

Thermal comfort *Small size building - + +/- + + +/- +/- + + 

*Providing natural ventilation + + + + + + + + + 

*Providing extra shadow space  + - + + + +/- +/- + +/- 

*Providing high and low 

vegetation 

NI NI NI NI + +/- + + 

 

- 

Table 1. Comparisons of references based on the characteristic features of the sustainability | 
 (Student analysis, 11.2017) 
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*Avoid overheating through 

materials such metal. 

+ + + +/- + + + + - 

*Proper roof shape and angle + +/- + + + + + + + 

*Natural materials + + + + + + + + + 

Visual comfort *Connection to exterior - - + - + + + + - 

*Friendly materials + + + + + + + + +/- 

*Courtyard - + - +/- - + +/- + - 

Natural ventilation *Openings in front of each other + + + + +/- +/- + + - 

*Ventilation provided by roof NI - - - + - - + + 

*Proper building location 

according wind direction 

+ NI + NI NI + NI NI NI 

Optimal daylighting 

in every time during 

year 

*Operable windows - - + - + - + + - 

*Closed exterior walls with small 

windows 

+ + - + - + - - 

 

+ 

 

*Vegetation NI NI NI NI + - + + - 

*Wide roof + - + + - - - + - 

*Shutters - + + - + - + + - 

Proper Materials *Recycled materials  +/- + + + + + + + +/- 

*Local materials + + + + + + + + + 

Easy and fast build *Light construction - - + + + - +/- + - 

*Modular walls + + + + + - +/- + - 

*Prefabricated modules - - + + + - + + - 

*Simple construction +/- + + + + + +/- +/- + 

 *Only one floor - + + + +/- - - + + 

Flexibility *Movable walls + - + - + - + + - 

*Flexible room design + + + + + + + + + 

*Multifunctional + + + + + - + + + 

Flood protection *Pile construction - - + - + - - + - 

Affordability *Modular elements + + + + + + +/- + + 

*Avoid high- tech solution + + + + + + + + - 

*Materials availability + + + + + + + + + 

*Cheap construction + + + + + + +/- + + 

Incremental *Possible to grow  + + + + + + + + + 

Safety *Privacy + + + + + + +/- + + 

*Security + + + + + + +/- + + 

 

“+”   provided;           “ – “ not provided;         “+/-“ not directly provided;       “NI” no information provided 

4. Proposal 
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Considering previous analysis and collected information, inspired by added references were defined 

groups of features, which should include every proposal in urban and house scale to achieve sustainable 

solutions. To goal was to find the answers and the best solution for specific needs and problems. The 

first chapter summarizes the work from the first semester and talking about objectives and proposal in 

urban scale – coastline project. Second chapter is about incremental house construction and describe 

very carefully in three stages all growing process of the project from analyzes to architectural details. All 

technical description and needed drawings are provided. This part of the report describes one big 

process, where each step born one after the other. Researching in urban scale gave possibility to 

interact in house scale with full awareness of threats and opportunities what is mean that the first 

semester was significant in term to understand and learn how to live and built in given region. Below are 

presented the steps to obtain the final solution.   

4.1  Waterfront project 

Objective of the Final Project I was to create spaces for different kind of people, selected by age, hobby 

and work who are living together in Pante Macassar. The goal was to create sustainable architecture 

solution to improve quality of life and give opportunity for work and economy development. In first step 

was taken into consideration mainly geographical information generated in QGis software. QGis is a 

cross-platform free and open-source desktop geographic information system (GIS) application that 

provides data viewing, editing and analysis. Allowed to create maps with many layers using different 

maps projections. QGIS allows maps to be composed of raster or vector layers. Typical for this kind of 

software, the vector data is stored as ether point, line or polygon feature. Different kinds of raster images 

are supported, and the software can georeferenced images All generated and collected information from 

different sources were fulfilled in next steps by information achieved directly in project location, as 

demography information’s, street levels, use types and quality of existing buildings, cultural searching, 

drainage information and other which were described in previous chapter. Project of coastline in Pante 

Macassar is a complex mission not only because of the size of intervention (4 km) but also because of 

compellability of existing problems and opportunities which we have to treat  in sustainable way to 

achieve balance. Significant issue were to think about urban area in terms of a system that promotes 

the enhancement of the connections between the city, provide on the entire length of the coast net of 

different function spaces but connected together by paths, bicycle roads and by water in boats. This 

way we can create straight connection between existing city center and new planned city center in other 

part of city close to existing port. The strategy provides new spaces where will can develop future tourism 

zones such: temporary museum, restaurants, trips to see coral reefs end other typical attraction in this 

areas.    

 

 

Figure 23. New planned networks along coastline in Pante Macassar | (Student proposal, 2016) 
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Rethink the existing public spaces to create into a new urban identity that enables the creation of new 

uses and social dynamics as well as an interaction. where is located the biggest density of population 

can be nice to provide spaces with shadow, close to the see view  with safe place to seat and access 

to Wi-fi to encourage society and mainly young people to integrate. Development of new nice places 

good for tourism will help people who are living there right now by growing economy level, new work 

places and connected with it growth life quality.  All the intervention need contain solution for protecting 

against flood.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

Area is full of undefined zones characterized by non-sustainable design. Many spots are not human friendly, even 

in some places dangerous for health or life. Flood threatened areas as well. Does not exist proper network such as; 

walk sides, bike path or even lack of good quality and continuity of the main roads. In the proposal coastline are 

divided in three zones with variety function defined. Area near airport will be designed to become in future tourist 

center, because of good location, existing hotels, attractive coral reefs and beaches. Part located close to the 

existing city center will become the most attractive zone for local people. First of all, the people are living near, and 

the most significant building such church and school are built in the near neighborhood. The last economic zone is 

planned nearby area where the new construction increase has been observed. The possibility of creating a new 

center of the city in this place is really huge. The proximity of the harbor gives opportunity to build a places for 

fishermen and markets where them and other local people will be able to sell locally produced products from their 

own private property. Really significant is to provide communication networks between those zones so the residents 

and visitors without any problems will can reach them.  To improve the quality of all the coastline will be provided 

the set of new roads and patch where people will can walk or ride a bike. Important is to preserve existing green 

and plan also new vegetation. Preservation of existing monuments is advisable.    

Figure 24. Problems identification on the coast in Pante Macassar | (Students, 2016) 

 

Figure 25. Coastline proposal in Pante Macassar, Model | (Student proposal, 2016) 
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Was provided more deep solution for square in scale 1:200 close to two existing piers. The created 

place will have mainly touristic function, will work as open temporary museum of city and corals reefs. 

Are proposed also the meeting point, restaurant or bars, and touristic information.  All of this functions 

will located in temporary construction from bamboo and palm trees located on wood platforms which will 

give opportunity for changes in near future if it will be necessary.  Important aspect is to save existing 

vegetation and create spaces with bigger amount of shadow and good ventilation. Used materials are 

mainly wood, gravel, sand, stone, palm leaves and bamboo.  The function of this area may be variable 

and adopted in the future with changes needs. For design purposes, a group of nine students created 

a model that allowed for a better understanding of the terrain. Later, a one model of the most elaborated 

square has been made individually.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 26. Proposal of new functional division for coastline in Pante Macassar | (Student proposal, 2016) 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 27. Final proposals and references planned for the coastline in Pante Macassar  | (Student proposal, 2016) 
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4.2  Incremental modular house project   

The main objective is architecture project consists on the incremental, modular house, where the future 

occupant can expand his living space according to his needs and financial possibilities from T2 to T4 

type on safe an flood-free area. House design should be based on the self- construction and the ultimate 

solution provides a book with instructions, clear and simple for occupant to build independent self-

constructed building including technical wall between the kitchen and bathroom and base on the local 

materials. The technical wall is the significant part in the house. It is a determinant for the location of the 

toilet and the kitchen, since they must be located on two sides of that wall. Part of this wall must be 

partially enclosed, to give access to the counters of the electricity of the electrification. The location of 

the wall should be the same in every house project. This is the only permanent and unchangeable part 

of the modular home. The project should have the features and solutions detailed in the previous 

references, must be affordable, include the use of local materials, also should provide possibility to 

replication and allocation in other areas of the region. Sustainable architecture assumptions are very 

important aspect, have to give an answer for problems selected in beginning of this these. The last step 

of the project will be a construction of a prototype in its place of destination. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

First stage; Preliminary analysis** 

All design process consist on many stages. One of the most important is analyzing of the existing 

conditions that give a fundamental impact to the project. Information collected during the first semester 

let to check the best position in terms of wind’s directions, solar orientation and some other aspects. 

The simulations helped to create the most proper design of the house volume what is presented below.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 29. Sun orientation during dry and rainy season in Pante Macassar | ( IST student analysis *, 2017) 

** Simulations does not provide quantitative information.  

Figure 28 Technical wall location 
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Sun orientation 

Before the full proposal were created, necessary were to check the most optimal location of the structure 

according sun exposure. Is very important understand how construction should be positioned and 

estimate when and where is possible to achieve the most optimal amount of shadow and lights during 

the daily hours and in different months throughout the year.  This is important step in indicating where 

the various functions should be located and how they interact each other in  combined in the one 

apartment referring to the thermal protection. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Analysis with a simple rectangular and a longitudinal building have shown that in this type of climate it 

is better to place a longer wall along the equator to provide better shade what means that longer facade 

should be oriented in the east-west axis to reduce the solar radiation on the building.  

Wind analysis 

For the Oé-Cusse station it is observed that the prevailing winds are to the west, then to the northwest, 

south-east, north, south, northeast, east and southwest. Peaceful periods appear throughout most of 

the year. This is the second factor that affects the building implementation on the plot. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 30. Various settings of the building relative to the thermal protection during dry and rainy season | 

(IST student analysis*, 2017) 

Figure 31. Wind direction in Pante Macassar and building zone location| ( IST student analysis*, 2017) 
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Taking into consideration direction and force of the winds and monsoons in this region are very important 

to let wind go across the building proving this way better thermal comfort.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

In the Flow Design software were created the simulations in wind tunnel which helped to establish the 

parameters of the site. This studies help to see how planned project will behave with different wind 

velocities and wind directions. That helped to decide what kind of facades and components is better to 

use in given region. 

Two systems have been exposed to winds. Like in case of sunlight in Timor, it is more advantageous to 

arrange the houses longer façade at right angles to the wind direction. However, due to changing winds 

it is not always possible. Choose the most suitable solution where the greatest amount of wind, as often 

as in the dry period, flows through the interior of the building and provides natural ventilation. In case of 

thermal control the best solution is the same for solar radiation and natural ventilation.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

For better results and even better thermal comfort, studies have been performed to prove that the 

appropriately selected green and thoughtful façade also has an impact on improving the quality of life in 

the facility. It follows that it is very important to situate the buildings in relation to each other and the 

streets run in such way as to create air tunnels for better ventilation of the housing estate. 

Figure 32. Example of natural ventilation | (IST Student*, 2017) 

Figure 33. Parallel and perpendicular arrangement of  the longer building facade is the direction of the wind-Wind | (Flow 

design Autodesk, 2017) 

Figure 34. Natural ventilation in the building located in the long facade under the right angle to the direction of wind and 

with vegetation. | (Flow design Autodesk, 2017) 
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Luminance analysis 

After determining the most favorable setting for the house against the sun and the direction of the wind, 

the next step was to analyze the individual houses that created one common whole, namely the building 

block. Thermal comfort analysis was performed in the Velux Daylight Visualizer software.A simple model 

of a perpendicular building was taken under the microscope, which was ideally suited for natural 

ventilation. Unfortunately, almost completely open body was also not the ideal solution for this type of 

building. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 It was necessary to obtain the optimum temperature to increase the surface of the roof, which is to 

provide shade. And the installation of additional modular walls which, besides creating sun protection, 

also responded to the problem of humanity and creation of functions. The analysis was made for the 

same type of building, for the most favorable placement on site I in two different months, namely in 

January and June. The first proposition did not give enough shadow inside the house in terms of thermal 

control. It was necessary to introduce additional radiation protection systems. The extension of roof was 

required and adding modular partitions. Hoverer in the second option the simulation result still was no 

satisfying at all. The final proposal should correspond in the same time to problems with ventilation and 

excessive exposure to the sun. Through roof extension, using modular walls and planting proper 

vegetation gives to users thermal comfort  and decrease energy consumption, what is relevant in 

developing countries, which belongs Timor, since we cannot place there air-conditioning, this kind of 

solutions were used in some references examples. It has been observed that movable walls helps with 

control of amount of light inside the house, but firstly allow to adapt the space as needed and give to 

users a privacy not compromising efficient ventilation. The best location according sun and wind analysis 

in case of Oé-Cusse is showed below in case of simple and group of buildings. This simulation gives 

advices and tips how house prototype should be located according sun radiation and natural ventilation 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 35. Thermal analysis in fully and half open building in Pante Macassar | (Velux Daylight Visualizer 3, 2017) 

Figure 36. The most favorable position of the building for the preservation of natural ventilation and thermal comfort in  

Pante Macassar | (Revit, 2017) 
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Second stage; Initial proposal 

Initial proposal was a direct result of the searching process. The purpose were to create the building 

with simple rectangular shape build from easy and fast build modules which can be added in every 

moment and create bigger house with the same features. Every function should be able to fit in at least 

one module and has possibility to extend in future. All of this functional modules should be cover by one 

roof which will provide shadow and protect from rain all construction.  Roof could be fully constructed or 

divided in three separated roof to safe more money in second option in the middle during dry season 

could be stretched material protected habitants from sun. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Program 

Modular plan where the two of modules are constant and not movable. Modules with be connected by 

technical wall used in kitchen and toilet. In base combination we have extra two modules which case 

work as bed rooms or storages or rooms which other functions depend from needs. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In each type of the house is predicted patio, which is semi-private zone, there guests can be welcome.  

Inside house is just private zone for habitants, if some of guest need use the toilet they must walk around 

main construction on the wooden platform to other side of the house. There is also space to laundry and 

storage zone. Movable walls, gives opportunity to open space and create between this two big modules 

Figure 37. Initial proposal 

Figure 38. Initial sketches- modular layout of the rooms. 
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one big common space, which can be protected by temporary and movable materials, or wood and palm 

construction. House T2, can be extended to T4 size by the 2 additional modules with free function. All 

models can be closed or half divided by movable light wooden walls and totally open. That is important 

issue in term of the natural ventilation.  And creating new additional space in case of family meeting. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction 

The proposal foresaw the construction based on modular elements with dimension about 3,10 per 3,10 

meters each. All house is elevated on the wooden platform to protect habitants from temporary and 

permanent floods. Even if house build is flood safe zone at this moment, is important to remember that 

we world has really bid climate changes and sometimes even analysis for next some years can  change.  

All house construction is located on wood platform, which is lifted 0,50 cm from ground level to provide 

wind cross tunnel and flood protection.  Roofs will be made by wooden construction with sandwich 

panels covered by two levels of palms leaves to protect area inside from overheating. Very important is 

to provide water lines for rainy season and sun protection for dry season. Construction details at this 

level were not provided. 

Summary: 

Initial project were the answer for the basic climate change problems. According to the analysis is easy 

and fast to build, has provided good natural ventilation, is protected from the sun by big roof, windows 

are allocated on the front of the each other. Unfortunately all this aspects are not enough to achieve 

perfect solution, in this case were not straight predicted roof construction what can make future habitants 

confused. After first stage, in this case was important to understand that functional plan according 

population lifestyle and habits are really important, they are directly connected and they interact each 

other. Population need clear and easy to understand solution, Is necessary to take decision for them 

right now and give possibilities to grow in future. 

 

 

Figure 39. Initial proposal-  Functional plan of  the house T2, T3, T4 

Figure 40.  Initial proposal- photos of the model 
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Third stage - Final Proposal 

After collecting all analyzing and simulations resulting from previous stages were created final house 

shape. The main block of the house is inspired by traditional Timorese architecture. Many houses still 

built in Indonesia are in similar form with modern accent. There are a separate set of modules on a 

single platform around a centralized courtyard that forms a pavilion surrounding the landscape. The 

house is largely open to the interior and on the other hand, external facades are mostly closed to limit 

home overheating, details according construction and shape motivation will be described in next 

subdivides. At the front on the plot, the entrance leads one along a narrow pathway between the two 

structures, opening finally into the inner courtyard. The organic characteristics of the pavilion project are 

direct examples of aerodynamics (ventilation), physics (light scattering), biology (photosynthesis, 

planting). These solutions have an impact on the future behavior of the residents towards a greener 

living environment. 

 

 

Location  

During classes student had possibilities to choose one from four options to create housing project for 

this area.  Chosen area were strong motivated by project done in urban scale and were the continuation 

of new economic center development. In this proposal the buildings are located on a plot at a safe 

distance from the flood zones, and in the way to provide natural ventilation through the designed streets  

to create air corridors and adjacent to the economically leaning part of the city what is design the urban 

pattern. The Intervention area has the average size about 63 thousand meters squares.  There is 

planned communication lines for walking, vehicles and bicycles and  more 56 individual plots with 

average sizes of 30 x 18 m per family. In the rest of the area is planned additional green space and free 

space for future parking’s if there will be needs. In the project is planned street which is crossing flooding 

area and gives access to the main round. Besides selected private plots were designed public area like 

a sidewalks, commerce and green area where people can meet if they need and want integrate with 

neighbors in future.  

 

Figure 41. Final proposal- Building visualization 
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3m 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Plot organization 

 

The functional layout of the plot is largely limited by cultural preferences. Many times in this type of 

culture it is hard to change the habits and way of life of the inhabitants. Although change can help to 

improve the lives of the family. At this moment research have information that Each household only has 

a small plot of land surrounding their dwelling to grow food. Some families have planted maize, peanuts 

and vegetables, but as they wait for their first harvest they are reliant on larger family fields at a distance 

for everyday consumption and income. A number of residents raised chickens, and stressed that they 

were strictly not permitted to keep other livestock such as pigs, goats or cattle in the settlement to 

maintain hygienic living conditions. Once again, they turned to family relatives who had access to larger 

plots of land in the main village to rear animals and keep watch over them. The construction of the 

building is located on three sides with three meters from the plot boundary, while the back garden is a 

green area and agriculture field. Plots are planned to be separated by wooden fence. To avoid conflicts 

about properties.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 42. Final proposal – Urban Planning 

Figure 43. Final proposal – Plot development 

4,5 x 5m 
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Program: 

All spaces are designed to meet ergonomic standards and the needs of local residents. The selected 

dimensions are intended to allow comfortable use of space and avoid wasting space. The basic program 

for home type T2 provides an apartment for 3-4 persons. It has a bathroom, a kitchen separated by a 

technical wall from the living room and two bedrooms. The full dimension of this type of the house is 84 

m2. If there is a need to increase the size of the house, the structure can be increased to the T3 or T4 

type, depending on the demand. The program of the T4 house will be similar in scope to the previously 

mentioned rooms but will be added two rooms that serve as two additional bedrooms. In this option, 

was foreseen also the extra space, which in the future can serve additional functions, garage, parking, 

shop or guest rooms. The total constructed zone for use in this solution is 127.7 m2, in both cases house 

is covered by a hip roof with the same constant pitch of 44.5%, which is not movable and not affected 

by any of the proposed option and is an integral part of the structure, its advantages will be described 

in the section on roof construction. 

 

Below is a table showing the dimensions of individual rooms. All are designed in accordance with 

generally available and agreed standards for the size of rooms in single-family homes in order to 

maintain their comfort and convenience of use and ergonomics. The space is divided by their function 

in such a way that their interplay and use is of the highest quality and convenience. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 44. Final proposal –  Functional plan for T2 and T4 house type. 

Table 2. Rooms dimensions table 
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The space is divided by their function in such a way that their interplay and use is of the highest quality 

and convenience. The layout of the rooms creates a closed shape. Due to the family way of life of the 

inhabitants of Timor, there are three types of spaces, whose shape and size can be modulated as needs 

arise. The space is divided into a quiet area to which the sleeping area, a private area that is only for 

residents and their integration, and the space generally accessible to guests and residents. The quiet 

zone, with the public area does not have direct contact, thus preserving the privacy of the inhabitants 

while at the same time the possibility of active living on the plot.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The kitchen and dining room form a common module (10,74 m2) which is connected to the living where 

is located the main entrance to the house, is also separate by the modular wall from the bathroom to 

which the entrance is located from the other side where located is private zone.  Two additional modules 

which has two rooms each with 7,85 m2 and 12 m2 . One of this kind of module is built in the T4 version. 

All the living quarters and the whole life of the family are cumulated under one roof. The interior of the 

house is a meeting place for the family and a sense of security. The guests are admitted in the porch 

located next to the main road. Within the range of the roof next to the entrance and terrace is planned 

free space for the future car park or an additional room to serve as a shop or warehouse however in the 

T2 type there is located a green area, where residents can focus on his work in a shady place, close to 

home.  

Atrium provided in this solution is mainly open space surrounded by modules “primary purpose  is to 

bring light and air to the rooms which surround it. (Bednar (1987) p.7). Is possible to list many positive 

features that atrium content. This space can satisfy the aspect of thermal comfort, provide visual comfort, 

enable better illumination of the room, because the modules are mainly open to interior than exterior 

and this way try to avoid overheating. The courtyard is really often build in hot and dry climate, but set 

of simulations improve that is also the good solution in tropical and humid area because helps to achieve 

thermal comfort, providing fresh air and helps cold down the building. Gives also the answer according 

the traditional lifestyle of the society in Timor Leste.  

 

 

 

Figure 45. Final proposal- Incremental process 
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Facades 

The main goal in designing the façade is to achieve the maximum possible natural ventilation and protect 

the interior of the building from overheating. Proper material, the placement of the windows. Additional 

solar barriers such as green, long roof, or movable slopes may help to elevate this task..  In this case 

all fracases are with the same dimension so placement according solar radiation is not so important. 

The outer walls in this case do not have to be a barrier separating the center of the environment, they 

have to be part of it, they have to protect it, but at the same time their mobility can open the interior 

outside. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Construction:  

Light construction is suggested because is connected with demand for flexibility and easy for changing 

destination place. The house should be flexible and adjustable for different kind of use during his lifetime. 

Is better to use less vary materials because it will provide less energy consumption which gives lover 

cost of build and of use. This light wooden construction is corresponded and synonymous with speed. 

This results from faster handling of light materials by local people and no need to use heavy machines 

and complicated technologies. The skeleton construction as a frame system offers with a bit more 

weight-bearing pillars, the greatest freedom for room layout. Frame construction is visually and related 

with wooden pre-manufactured panels it is presents creative option for a variety of the interior design 

requirements. 

Foundations 

The house construction is based on the module 3 meters long in the outer walls of the building. The 

square- shaped house is based on 16 wooden support posts with dimension 20 x 20 cm . Their length 

is 4 meters. The central quadrangle of the structure consists of 8 pillars of the same size as the previous 

ones and their height is determined by the structure of the roof, which they are the support. Their length 

is 5,2 meters; They are dug in the ground for a depth of 1 meter and form a fundaments for all house 

structure so underground visible are just 3 or 4,2 meters. They are a fixed, invariable element of 

construction regardless of whether it is type T2, T3 or T4. 

 

Figure 46. Final proposal- Modular facades  
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There are needed additional fillers which are support for floor construction and are part of the 

fundaments as well. Their dimension is exactly the same as the dimension of the main bearing pillars 

and the amount this time depends on the type of house. In each type they have  length 1.5 meters The 

foundations are strewn with gravel and stones to ensure proper drainage and prevention stopping water 

by wood.  

Floor construction 

The grate forming the floor are by beams with 10 x 5 cm as the rest part of the main structure and they 

are constructed at every 56 cm that will allow to locate a modular wall between the bathroom and the 

kitchen, where there are necessary drains and in the future sewer lines. On the top are installed wooden 

floor beams with dimension 3 x 15cm each connected with main construction by wooden pegs. To create 

main construction for the floor in T2 type, is required less amount of materials than in  T4 type.  The 

level of the floor is raised relative to the level of the ground to protect the house against possible flooding 

to make it difficult for wildlife to access the house and to provide access to the pipes and in the future to 

connect the sewer. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 47. Final proposal – Foundation plans for T2 and T4 house type 

Figure 48. Final proposal – Floor plans for T2 and T4 house type 
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Modular walls 

Were designed 7 types of modular slat walls based on 1/3 of the entire wall of 250 x 90 cm divided by 

10 x 5 cm posts, mounted directly on the floorboards. Wall construction are made by wood horizontal 

boards connected with light wooden frame by wooden joints. Repeated module gives opportunity to 

create walls fully closed or with door or window opening (or both).  Shiplap siding method is cheap and 

easy solution for tropical climate. Some of the walls have 90 x 250 cm door openings and 90 x 200 cm 

window openings. Openings are arranged opposite to each other to ensure adequate ventilation of the 

premises. The same type of the walls let people to understand really fast process of building and will 

make easier future process of mass production. Overlap panel boards are most suitable solution 

because it is easy to install and transport.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The ease of modular wall mounting makes it possible to change its type and function at the same time. 

The joining of the wall with the structure of the building is the same as in the wooden frame of the 

structure connecting it with wooden pins it is also fastened directly to the floor of the building. Designed 

a detailed list of the number of modular walls needed to build a home, type T2 and type T4. Walls without 

openings or with one window opening are mainly designed in the facade of the building. Inside the house 

were used at least one or two opening working as the doors, giving possibility of open to the atrium and 

providing this way better lighting, also if there is a need creating additional open space without any 

barriers. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 49. Final proposal- Modular wall construction 

Table 3. Combinations of modular walls 
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Windows and doors 

Efficient building provides the most cheap and easy way to achieve perfect sun protection. The movable 

doors and windows in segmental walls let sunlight entering to the rooms for passing heating during rainy 

season and during the summer closed solution provides a shield against heat. Is open for daylight when 

indoor light is insufficient and the room is in use. This kind of solution we achieve ideal surface 

temperatures for optimal thermal comfort in the room. Window and door openings are designed to 

provide adequate natural ventilation needed for this type of climate and should provide the possibility of 

adjusting the intensity of sunlight. Very important is their location is quantity and their size. In this type 

of climate windows and doors are usually placed against each other, thus providing natural ventilation. 

In the following design, the building's body opens inward, creating additional space that can be adapted 

in different ways depending on demand. From outside the number of holes has been reduced to a 

minimum to avoid overheating of the rooms. If they are already located against the door openings 

located in the middle of the wall. Doors and windows, similarly to the entire structure of the building, are 

made of lightweight wooden frame, filled with horizontal strips located a few millimeters away from each 

other, thus providing lighted access. Because the glass windows can proved overheating I tropical 

climate were used to provide the materials membrane which will stop insects and will not let them enter 

inside and will help reduce amount of sunlight. The rooms facing the inner atrium are equipped 

translucent interior material protection. This ensures the defense during falling sunlight directly inside, 

and ensures visual comfort, which is connection to outside and contact into the atrium space as well. 

Each user can adjust illumination according to personal preferences. With this system the house can be 

almost fully open or closed, protecting it from overheating and surrounding area.  Putting high level 

windows or vents in all rooms, to let out the hot air and draw in cooler air all windows open and close 

properly. Location of the doors inside should not compromise privacy. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 4.  Final proposal -list of the doors and windows 
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Roof 

Roof thermal performance is one of the most important factors for achieving indoor thermal comfort in a 

tropical house designed for natural cross ventilation. A roof with a large overhang can provide shading 

and encourage cross ventilation for the building. Conventional tropical roof design mainly focuses on 

ensuring sufficient thermal resistance to limit day-time solar heat gain through the roof but ignores night-

time heat loss to the cold sky by long wave radiation. 

The lightweight four-slatted roof has the same form for the T2 home and the T4 home. Roof rakes have 

dimensions in the cross section of 20 x 5 cm, similar to the beams in the floor construction. The roof  

pitch at least 44,5 % is essential and should be a good answer for heavy rains in the rainy season and 

intense summer heat. Its shape is reminiscent of a traditional house in Timor-Leste and Indonesia. The 

roof opening provides adequate lighting for the interior of the building.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

0 

 

 

The roof cover consist of four layers. The basic one is a wooden construction which is a basement for 

all structure and support next layer.  Later should be mounted the wooden slats which forming the 

ventilated space under roof and gives place to put joints for metal sheet which is the firth layer. On the 

top is located the double layer of palm leaves, that should be a protection against the overheating that 

could cause by zinc sheet. In theory, the construction of a traditional palm roof requires neither formwork 

nor metal construction. The above mentioned layers were used to increase the strength of the roof to 

strong winds and stopwatches. Palm leaves are widely used because they are so plentiful and because 

they are innately suitable for roofing. However, even the most durable palm thatching will rarely last 

more than 7 years, whilst traditional techniques often need annual repair. Fortunately they are simple to 

process and easy to fix to a roof structure, mainly because is it the most exterior layer (Hall, 1997). 

Figure 50. Final proposal- View of the roof rafters Figure 51. Final proposal- Roof plan 
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Staircase 

In the project were used the most simple and easy to build stairs construction. Structure is all wooden.  

Between stairways are open detailing which avoids moisture and reduce the amount of used materials.  

A basic open stairway consists of the two stair stringers and the treads. This construction is very popular 

because they can be changed easily and be presented in various styles.  The joint in this structure are 

comparable to the joints in the main frame. To avoid rotting and destroying the wood from the ground, 

the place where the stairs are laid should be cured with a quill and a stone to avoid water retention, as 

is the case with construction pillars. In each of the designs, T2 and T4 provide three sets of stairs, the 

width of the gear can be vary, but all of them has the same number of steps. Stairs can be added or 

disconnected depending from the needs. To build them are used beams with the same characteristics 

of beam dimensions as those used to construct the floor structure. All technical drawings with details 

are provides in annexes. 

 

 

 

 

Details 

All structural connections of the main support frame and the joining of the walls and windows are made 

of wood. There is a problem of metal joints, so traditional wooden joints will be used with wooden pins. 

Light constrain and not the large dimensions of the beams make it easy to cut small holes in the beams 

without reducing their carrying capacity and placing wooden pegs in them, which through the cut beams 

allows them to be combined together in a simple, quick and inexpensive way (Klaus, 1998). 

Materials  

Despite the fact that in Timor, there are several sources of materials available both on-site and off-site, 

mainly wood. It is used for the construction of lightweight construction as well as for reduced 

prefabricated elements and joints, the palms leaves perfectly works as a roof coverings.  Building with 

renewable raw materials, mean using material growing in the area where the building is being 

constructed. In this case study means using mainly palm trees. Only management of wood constriction 

can help forest survive what is also very important in case of economy and natural environment. “The 

only change of saving the world’s forests is the use of wood in construction” (Julius Natterer, ETH, 

Lausanne). From all the building materials, wood requires the least amount of energy to manufacture, 

transport and distribute, including cost arising from environmental damage. Besides wood has excellent 

insulating properties and is ideal material for low cost houses. The more natural and untreated wood, 

the better its capacity for recycling. All this let say that wood houses are low-tech buildings with  high- 

tech performance (Klaus, 1998). Materials used in the toilet are like in other parts palm wood which has 

fast possibility to dry and strengthened with a protective agent does not absorb the water. 

Figure 52. Final proposal – Stairs construction (Adapted by Cairns Hardware) 
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Final analysis** 

The one-story building has a regular structure with all the walls of the same length. The roof structure is 

also regular on a square layout with a regular opening that brings light to the interior, of the same length 

in every plane, so the layout on the plank does not matter much in this regard. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Wind analysis 

The best location for a quadrilateral building with atrium in the interior show s that should be shifted 45 

degrees according the direction of the wind, that position facilitates the easier and more efficient flow of 

the air through the building. However, the building differs from traditional buildings of this type, the 

counter in this case is not completely separated from the external environment by the external wall 

closed on the whole surface. The modules are located in the distance between each other which creates 

space through which the wind can flow freely even if the main axes of the building are parallel to the 

direction of the wind flow. Analyzes made in the Audotesk Flow design show that all the outlines for 

practically any layout provide natural airflow through the interior of the building thanks to the modular 

distribution and placement of windows. The wind blows through the atrium and the rest provides room 

ventilation through the window-and-door openings typically located against each other. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 53. Final analysis – Exterior wind analysis  

Figure 54. Final analysis – Interior wind analysis  

Figure 55. Final analysis – Luminance   
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Luminance analysis 

The amount of light entering the building can be adjusted thanks to the movable wall and the window 

and door openings. The space is additionally protected against excessive radiation by means of a hip 

roof that extends beyond the outline of the wall to provide additional shading of the window and door 

openings. Green is particularly recommended from the side of the light. Analyzes from the Velux 

program have shown that both T2 and T4 options have a low enough temperature due to the solution 

used, so that the interior does not threaten to lose and maintaining thermal comfort will be easier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 56. Final analysis -Luminance for T2 and T4 house plan with open windows. 
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5. Conclusion: 

The work presented in preceding paper describes the whole process to achieve final proposal of a 

modular house in Timor Leste. Each step had a big impact on the final solution. Preliminary analyzes 

made a group of students in a first semester allowed us to better understand the place where intervention 

will be done. Giving information gave the ability to distinguish threats, problems, and possibilities that 

were described in the SWOT analysis.  Where taken into consideration natural risks, habitants lifestyle, 

access to local materials, education level of the local people, and many others aspects. Study of cases 

mentioned in paragraph number three, allow to understand how other architects deal with similar 

problems in other developing countries. All of this stages gave the solution of the self- build modular 

house in Pante Macassar- which is sustainable solution for real human need. Project collecting solutions 

that provides the answer in term of thermal control, self-build construction, affordable building. 

Light construction built mainly from wood gives opportunity for fast build, without need of heavy 

machines and easy to do for local people without technical knowledge. Using local and reusing materials 

give opportunity to grow the economy sector. That’s means also that house is affordable and don’t need 

long time to be done. Specially valued solution for people whose house were destroyed during natural 

catastrophes. Modular form of the house let the family extend area where they live if there is a need, 

and movable walls build from the same type of module allow also to change in easy as fast way the 

function of the room. Natural ventilation is achieved through proper house position on the plot to the 

wind direction. Windows and doors openings allow the wind flow cross rooms and help to achieve proper 

temperature. Additionally atrium plays a very important role in this case. To avoid overheating inside of 

the rooms, roof has special wide construction to protect interior from the sun. Additionally green provides 

extra shadow. Roof construction is also done from a few layers to provide good thermal and acoustic 

isolation and protect house during rainy season. Closed shape of the building and movable opening 

allow for creating totally closed shape, what make construction stronger and help protect from strong 

winds and storms, also provides security during night and in the time when family is not in home, but it 

does not at the expense of visual comfort and connection with the environment because home can be 

also partially or fully open.  All house is elevated to protect house from flood danger, ground humidity, 

to give access to drainage pipe located under floor and to achieve additional ventilation, is also a 

protection against wild animals. House shape is inspired by traditional architecture of the Timor Leste, 

what can help with easier family adaptation in new house. All this features creates a final sustainable 

solution that satisfies the assumptions and objectives from the first phase of the project. 
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Annex 1.  Coastline proposals 

Annex 2.  Coastline models 

Annex 3. Housing urban planning 

Annex 4. Plot development 

Annex 5. Plan T2 

Annex 6. Plan T4 

Annex 7. Section T2 and T4 

Annex 8. Section T2 

Annex 9. Section T4 

Annex 10. Elevation T2 

Annex 11. Elevation T4 

Annex 12. Bathroom view 

Annex 13. Construction details 

Annex 14. Modular wall details 

Annex 15. Door and window details 

Annex 16. Stairs details.  

Annex 17. House model 

Annex 18. Final poster 
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